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Abstract. Researchers have long been interested in the role that norms
can play in governing agent actions in multi-agent systems. Much work
has been done on formalising normative concepts from human society
and adapting them for the government of open software systems, and on
the simulation of normative processes in human and artificial societies.
However, there has been comparatively little work on applying normative
MAS mechanisms to understanding the norms in human society.
This work investigates this issue in the context of international politics.
Using the GDELT dataset, containing machine-encoded records of in-
ternational events extracted from news reports, we extracted bilateral
sequences of inter-country events and applied a Bayesian norm mining
mechanism to identify norms that best explained the observed behaviour.
A statistical evaluation showed that the normative model fitted the data
significantly better than a probabilistic discrete event model.
Keywords: Norm Mining ; Bayesian Inference ; GDELT ; Big Data
1 Introduction
Norms are patterns of expected behaviour in human societies. In multi-agent
systems, norms have been an active area of research where they have been used
to facilitate desired agent-behaviour by constraining choices through prohibitions,
obligations and permissions. Norms have been shown to facilitate social order [6]
and also improve cooperation and coordination among agents [21], and an active
research community has investigated many theoretical and practical aspects of
normative reasoning in multi-agent systems [1].
An emergent line of work is on how individual agents can use observations
of agent societies to identify the norms that are prevalent in their society. Most
work on observation-based norm learning has been limited to simulated datasets
and simulation-based studies. This work aims to bridge the gap by inferring
norms from a real dataset in the domain of international politics.
The Global Database of Events, Language and Tone (GDELT) [14] is a
continuously updated geopolitical event database with over half a billion records.
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It is free and open source and the current version, GDELT 2.0, is updated every
15 minutes. The database includes an events table containing machine-coded data
comprising 60 attributes for each event extracted from news reports (e.g. the
event type and countries involved) [12], and has been used for studies such as
predicting future violence levels in Afghanistan [26], and detecting protest events
in the world [16].
The objective of our research is to identify norms in international politics
from the GDELT database. We will focus on the discovery of norms that can
be viewed as latent variables [4]. Currently, we do not aim to build a model to
predict future behaviour in international politics, instead we focus on adapting a
norm-learning technique that can extract norms from this database.
We consider the following research question: Can the GDELT database be
better explained by a model combining probabilities and norms than by a purely
probabilistic model? Our research comprised five stages: i) collecting and pre-
processing data from the GDELT database; ii) fitting a probabilistic model to
serve as the baseline model; iii) defining a model to calculate the likelihood
of observed sequences of events, given an assumed norm; iv) using this model
to mine norms from the GDELT database based on Bayesian learning; and v)
comparing the fit of the two models with the data.
The rest of the paper is outlined as follows. In Section 2 we discuss prior
work on norm learning. Section 3 discusses how we processed the GEDLT data
to extract bilateral sequences of mutually relevant events. Section 4 presents the
probabilistic model used as a baseline for our work, and Section 5 discusses the
Bayesian approach to norm learning, our model for norms, and our model for
normative reasoning in the form of a likelihood function for observations given a
candidate norm. Sections 6 and 7 present the results of our experiments and a
statistical evaluation of the increased explanatory power that our model gives
compared to the baseline probabilistic model. Finally, we present our conclusions
and suggestions for future work.
2 Prior Work on Norm Learning
Norm learning (also known as norm identification or recognition) is an active area
of research in multi-agent systems. Researchers have employed various techniques
for inferring norms including association rule mining [17,18], case-based reasoning
[3,5], reinforcement learning [20], inductive logic programming [7,22] and Bayesian
inference [8]. Most work in this area is limited to inferring norms from simulated
agent societies. For example, the work of Savarimuthu et al. [17,18] inferred
prohibition and obligation norms in simulated park littering and restaurant
scenarios, while Sen and Airiau [20] investigated social learning by simulating
repeated encounters in an abstract model of a traffic intersection. While there is
value in simulation studies that demonstrate the feasibility of an approach and
allow parameter tuning, the approaches become more beneficial when they are
applied to real-world data to demonstrate their utility.
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There has been some work on applying multi-agent systems norm-mining
techniques to infer norms from real-world datasets. Researchers have explored
the identification of software development norms from open source software
repositories [9]. Also, researchers have investigated a corpus of business contracts
[10] that contain explicit specifications of prohibitions and obligations. Norms in
these domains are explicitly stated (e.g. “One must not do X”). These approaches
use features in sentences (e.g. deontic modalities in the sentences such as must
and must not) to infer norms. These works typically either use smaller datasets
(e.g. 868 sentences in the work of Gao and Singh [10]) and/or the information
about a norm is found in a single document [2]. In contrast, this paper deals
with a very large dataset where norms lie hidden and norm-related information
pertaining to a norm (e.g. details about norm triggers, violations and sanctions)
cannot be found in a single document, but is spread across different articles,
potentially spanning a long period of time.
3 Data Pre-processing
The GDELT 2.0 events table records events between pairs of actors. Each
event has 34 attributes; we focus on GlobalEventID, ActorNCountryCode, Ac-
torNType1Code, Day, and EventCode (for N ∈ {1, 2}). [12]. Event and actor
types are encoded using the Conflict and Mediation Event Observations (CAMEO)
coding scheme [19]. CAMEO event codes have a hierarchical structure, with
20 “root codes” (in GDELT terminology) that are further specialised into “base
codes”, with some subdivided into a further level of detail. These are shown
in Table 1. For example, “Albania on Friday denounced as an ugly crime Yu-
goslavia’s suppression of ethnic Albanian unrest” [19] is encoded with base code
111: Criticize or Denounce, a subcode of root code 11: Disapprove. Its attributes
record the two actors’ countries and their types: both government.
We considered events occurring from June 19, 2018 to June 20, 2019, recorded
in 35039 data files, and retained only those involving two country actors (as
opposed to other international organisations) with a primary role code of “gov-
ernment”. We restricted our analysis to bilateral inter-country interactions, and
used the CAMEO root codes only.
Our data pre-processing phase involved extracting these interactions and
inferring which events are related to create sequences of related events. To do
so we introduced the notion of mutual relevance and a co-mention relation. We
defined two events to be co-mentioned if they appear in the same news source as
recorded in the GDELT mentions table [12]. This relation on the set of events
is denoted by ∼cm. This relation is symmetric and reflexive by definition. We
define the mutual relevance relation ∼r as the transitive closure of ∼cm. The
mutual relevance relation is an equivalence relation and thus partitions the set
of events. As we are interested in bilateral events, we divide each partition
into sub-partitions containing events involving a distinct pair of country actors.
These sub-partitions, when ordered by date, form sequences of mutually relevant
bilateral events. When two events occur on the same day we order them randomly.
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Table 1. CAMEO root event codes
01 Make public statement
02 Appeal
03 Express intent to cooperate
04 Consult
05 Engage in diplomatic cooperation
06 Engage in material cooperation
07 Provide aid
08 Yield
09 Investigate
10 Demand
11 Disapprove
12 Reject
13 Threaten
14 Protest
15 Exhibit military posture
16 Reduce relations
17 Coerce
18 Assault
19 Fight
20 Engage in unconventional mass violence
Each event in a sequence is represented by its CAMEO event code and actor 1
and actor 2 country names.
Our initial generation of sequences resulted in some that seemed overly long4
to comprise only mutually relevant events. We found two issues contributing
to this problem. Many BBC news reports had non-unique mention identifiers.
We therefore filtered out events with “BBC” in their mention identifiers before
determining the mutually relevant event sets. We also found that some events
were highly mentioned, possibly as the general background to news stories. These
functioned as hubs linking many events together via the co-mention relationship.
We resolved this problem by ‘cloning’ events with more than 250 mentions, i.e. for
each mention of a highly mentioned event we generated a separate copy of that
event with a unique mention identifier. After these two steps, our processed data
consisted of 513,906 sequences with the maximum sequence length of 161.
4 Baseline probabilistic model
We take a Bayesian approach to norm mining, which we explain in detail in
Section 5. This requires computing the likelihood of an observed sequence of events,
given each norm hypothesis (including the hypothesis that there are no norms).
Prior work on Bayesian learning of norms assumed knowledge of the plans that
govern agents’ public behaviour [8]—this provided a model of the possible agent
behaviours in the absence of normative reasoning. In this work, as we do not have
a plan-based model of international political interactions, we fit a probabilistic
model to the set of event sequences resulting from our data pre-processing. This
is used when defining the likelihood of observed sequences given norm hypotheses,
and also serves as a baseline model for the evaluation of our normative model,
as described in Section 7. We chose to use the libPLUMP implementation5 of
the sequence memoizer (SM) [25], due to Murphy’s description of the SM as
4 Some sequences contained as many as 20,000 events.
5 http://www.gatsby.ucl.ac.uk/∼ucabjga/libplump.html
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“the best-performing language model” [15, p.595]. The SM is a Bayesian non-
parametric model that can be trained to learn a conditional distribution for the
next symbol given all previous symbols [11], i.e. a set of conditional probability
distributions of the form p(xi+1|x1, · · · , xi). Here, x1, · · · , xi is a sequence of
observed symbols (the context), and the distribution tells us the probability of
symbol xi+1 being the next symbol to appear after the given context. In the SM,
the length of the context sequences is not bounded.
The event sequences extracted from the GDELT dataset contain events
represented as triples 〈rc, c1, c2〉, where rc is a CAMEO root code and c1 and
c2 are the country identifiers appearing as the event’s Actor1CountryCode and
Actor2CountryCode fields. As we are attempting to learn generic norms that
apply to all countries, we do not retain the country identifiers when training the
SM. However, we must preserve the directionality of the events between the two
countries: there is an important difference in the relative directions of the events
in the first sequence below compared to those in the second and third sequences.
〈rc1, c1, c2〉, 〈rc2, c1, c2〉 〈rc1, c1, c2〉, 〈rc2, c2, c1〉 〈rc1, c2, c1〉, 〈rc2, c1, c2〉
We therefore write each event as a combination of an event root code and a
direction, where by convention the first event in a sequence is taken to be in the
“forwards” direction. We denote a directed event by a pair 〈dir , code〉, giving the
following representation for the second sequence above: 〈F , rc1 〉, 〈B , rc2 〉 where
F denotes “forwards” and B denotes “backwards”. For simplicity, we will denote
a directed event by single variable, e.g. e, where we do not need to make the
direction explicit.
While training the SM, we generate a second instance of each sequence in
which the event directions are reversed. This is because we intend the trained
SM to be used to look up likelihoods for observed event sequences (which will
be encoded in the same way as the training data). If the SM does not have a
stored context that completely matches the observed sequence, it may need to
find the longest observation suffix that it has stored in its internal context tree.
If all SM contexts began with events in the forward direction (our convention
during the original sequence generation), then this suffix matching would not
work for observation suffixes that have an odd number of initial events omitted.
Finally, we append a special end symbol to each sequence.
5 Normative Model
We follow the Bayesian approach to norm learning [8]. Given a set of norm
hypotheses, for every observed event sequence σ in our dataset and each norm
hypothesis h we calculate the likelihood of the observation given the hypothesis:
p(σ|h). Bayes’ Rule (the odds form of Bayes’ Theorem) is then used to update
the odds of two hypotheses given the observation:
O(h1:h2|σ) = O(h1:h2)p(σ|h1)
p(σ|h2) (1)
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Here, we multiply the prior odds O(h1:h2) by the ratio of the likelihoods of the
observed sequence under the two hypotheses, to give the posterior odds 6.
We reason with odds because, in general, candidate norms do not form a set of
mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive hypotheses, which is necessary to
normalise probabilities when using Bayes’ Theorem [8]. In particular, we calculate
the odds of our norm hypotheses relative to the null hypothesis that there are
no norms (h0), and we work in log space. After initialising the prior log odds
for all norm hypotheses to a uniform value, for each sequence s we calculate the
log likelihood of s under all hypotheses. We then update the log odds for each
hypothesis h by adding the difference between log p(s|h) and log p(s|h0).7
5.1 Norm hypotheses
We use the following language to define our norm hypotheses space:
– O(ec): an unconditional obligation to perform an event with event code ec.
– O(cec, ec, rel dir): a conditional obligation to perform an event with event
code ec if a prior condition event with event code cec has occurred, and the
two events have the relative direction specified by rel dir (either ‘same’ or
‘different’, denoted + and −, respectively).
– P (ec): This represents an unconditional prohibition of events with event code
ec.
– P (cec, ec, rel dir): a conditional prohibition of events with event code ec if a
prior condition event with event code cec has occurred, and the two events
have the relative direction specified by rel dir .
For conditional norms, the relative direction constraints are necessary to
specify which country is subject to the norm once the condition occurs: the
country that performed the event triggering the norm, or the other one.
The semantics of these norm types are defined using linear temporal logic
interpreted over event sequences. For example:
O(cec, ec,+)
def
= (code(cec) ∧ dir(F)→ (code(ec) ∧ dir(F))) ∧
(code(cec) ∧ dir(B)→ (code(ec) ∧ dir(B)))
where code and dir are predicates recording the event code and direction of
an event, and F and B denote the forwards and backwards event directions.
O(cec, ec,−) and the other norm types are defined in a similar fashion.
For our experiments, our norm hypothesis set was formed by instantiating the
O(cec, ec, rel dir), O(ec), P (ec) and P (cec, ec, rel dir) norm types with cec and
ec ranging over the 20 CAMEO root codes and rel dir ∈ {+,−}. We therefore
had 1640 norm hypotheses.
6 The prior odds are initialised to 1 for all of the norms we consider. However, this
choice has no significant effect as we are interested in the relative posterior odds.
7 Note that this approach only reasons about single-norm hypotheses. Based on the
log odds of individual norms, it would be possible to select combinations of most
likely norms to form multi-norm hypotheses, but this requires a more complex model
of observation likelihood than we have at present.
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5.2 Computing observation likelihood ratios
Consider Equation (1). Let σ = (σ1, σ2, . . . , σN ) be our dataset with N = 513, 906
event sequences. Then, as each sequence is independently observed, we can express
the conditional probability of the data given a norm hypothesis h as follows:
p(σ|h) =
N∏
i=1
p(σi|h) (2)
Applying Equation (1), taking logarithms, and considering the odds of a norm
hypothesis holding versus the no-norm null hypothesis h0, we calculate the log
odds of the complete dataset as the sum of the prior log odds and the log likelihood
ratios of each sequence under the two hypotheses.
log(O(h:h0|σ)) = log(O(h:h0)) +
N∑
i=1
(log(p(σi|h))− log(p(σi|h0))) (3)
5.3 A state machine for norms
To calculate the log likelihood of an observed sequence given a norm, we need a
model of how the countries act in the presence of norms. This has two parts. In
this subsection we present a state machine that models the changes of state of
a norm as a sequence of events are observed. In the next subsection we define
the likelihood of a sequence of events given a norm hypothesis, which is defined
recursively while tracking the norm state.
The norm state machine is shown in UML notation in Figure 18. A separate
state machine is created for each observed sequence and norm hypothesis. The
variable modality is instantiated with the value O or P, representing an obli-
gation or prohibition, respectively. The variables cec, ec and rel_dir record
the corresponding norm parameters from Section 5.1. For unconditional norms,
cec is set to true. The observed events are passed to the state machine as a
〈direction, event code〉 pair, followed by an end event. The state machine uses
the variable doi to track the “directions of interest” for checking events for norm
fulfilment, violation and sanctioning9. For unconditional norms, doi is initially
the set {F,B} (i.e., both forward and backwards), while for conditional norms, a
singleton direction set is assigned to doi based on the direction of the triggering
event, and the norm’s rel dir .
We categorise the following CAMEO root event codes as sanction events, as
they signal disapproval towards another country: 11 (Disapprove), 12 (Reject)
and 16 (Reduce relations)10.
8 The transition annotations have the format trigger [guard ]/action. Transitions from
the initial state have no trigger, and guards and actions are optional.
9 To simplify the model, only the first instantiation, fulfilment, violation and sanction
of a norm within a sequence are tracked by the state machine.
10 We omit conflict event types (such as Threaten, Assault and Fight) from this list, as
we consider these to be events that are likely to be subject to norms, rather than
reactions to norm violations.
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Fig. 1. The norm state machine
We considered it impractical to include deadlines as parameters of our obliga-
tion norm hypotheses as this would greatly enlarge the norm hypothesis space and
require us to include time stamps in events. Thus, a transition from Activating
to ViolNoSanc is made immediately if an obligation is violated by the remaining
events in the sequence. In this case, sanctions will be recognised however soon
they appear after norm activation.
5.4 Observation likelihood
In this section, we define the likelihood of an observed sequence of events, given
a candidate norm. This encodes our model of how norms influence the behaviour
of interacting countries by varying the background probability of events (as
modelled by the sequence memoizer).
Given a sequence of events σ (including the end, symbol added before SM
training), and the null hypothesis (h0) that there is no norm, we define:
p(σ|h0) =
∑
i=1,...,|σ|
pSM (σi|σ≤i) (4)
where pSM (e|h) denotes the probability of the event e given context history h
returned from a sequence memoizer trained on the entire dataset, σi denotes the
ith element of σ, σ≤i is the prefix of σ of length i, and |σ| is the length of σ.
For other (non-null) norm hypotheses, n, we define:
p(σ|n) = p(σ|nsm(n), ) (5)
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where nsm(n) is a new instance of the norm state machine for norm n, and  is
the empty sequence, representing the sequence history prior to σ. In the following,
we define the conditional probability p(σ|s, h) appearing on the right hand side
of Equation 5 as a recursive function, with separate cases for the various states
of the norm state machine11. Given a norm state machine s, we write s.modality ,
s.ec, s.state, and s.doi to refer to the state machine’s norm modality, norm event
code, the current state and the value of the doi variable. We write hd(σ) and
tl(σ) to denote the head and tail of the sequence σ, and σ:e for σ with event e
appended. Given a sequence σ and state machine s, we write s′ as an abbreviation
for s.receive(hd(σ)), i.e. the state machine resulting from sending hd(σ) to s. In
other words, wherever s′ appears on the right hand side of an equation, the norm
state machine has invoked to update the state of the norm based on hd(σ). For
case s.state = Activating, we define sa = s.receive(hd(activated(σ))).
Case σ = 〈end〉:
p(〈end〉|s, h) = pSM (end|h)
Case s.state ∈ {Inactive, Fulfilled, ViolSanc}:
p(σ|s, h) = pSM (hd(σ)|h) p(tl(σ)|s′, h:hd(σ))
Case s.state = Activating: In this case we evaluate the conditional probability
under three mutually exclusive additional assumptions: that the agent will be
compliant with the norm, non-compliant but unsanctioned, and non-compliant
and sanctioned. Two of these three assumptions will turn out be inconsistent
with σ and the norm embodied by the state machine s, and the corresponding
conditional probabilities will return 0. We write “comp” and “sanc” to denote
the events of compliance and sanctioning occurring.
p(σ|s, h) = p comp(n)|s.doi| p(σ|sa, h, comp) +
(1− p comp(n)|s.doi|) p sanc(n) p(σ|sa, h,¬comp, sanc) +
(1− p comp(n)|s.doi|) (1− p sanc(n)) p(σ|sa, h,¬comp,¬sanc)
Here, we assume that there are two key decisions that a country must make
within a bilateral interaction in the presence of a norm: whether to comply with
the norm, and whether to sanction a violation of the norm by the other party.
The comply and sanction decisions are governed by probabilities p comp(n) and
p sanc(n), which we learn from the data on a per-norm basis. We count how
many times each norm hypothesis is triggered12, violated, fulfilled and sanctioned
across all the sequences in the dataset, and use add-one smoothing to address
any zero counts. Then, for each norm hypothesis h, we calculate the following
empirical probabilities of compliance and of sanctioning for norm violations.
11 We perform the calculations in log space, resulting in a log likelihood, but for
simplicity of presentation we do not show this.
12 In the case of unconditional norms, this is once for every observation.
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These are used when computing the log likelihood of observed event sequences
given norm hypotheses.
p comp(n) =
#t(n)−#v(n) + 1
t(n) + 2
p sanc(n) =
#s(n) + 1
#v(n) + 2
where n is a norm hypothesis, t , v , s denote triggerings, violations and sanctions,
and # abbreviates “number of”.
In the case of unconditional norms, a sequence in which compliance is observed
means that both agents have decided to be compliant. Thus, in the equation for
p(σ|s, h) we raise p comp to the power of |s.doi | (the number of “directions of
interest”, which is 2 in the case of unconditional norms).
Case s.state = Active:
p(σ|s, h, comp) =

p1 p3 if s.modality = O and ∃d ∈ s.doi , 〈s, s.ec〉 ∈ σ
p2 p3 if s.modality = P and ∀d ∈ s.doi , 〈s, s.ec〉 6∈ σ
0 otherwise
and
p(σ|s, h,¬comp, v) =

p1 p4 if s.modality = P and ∃d ∈ s.doi , 〈s, s.ec〉 ∈ σ
p2 p4 if s.modality = O and ∀d ∈ s.doi , 〈s, s.ec〉 6∈ σ
0 otherwise
where v can be either sanc or ¬sanc and:
p1 ≡ pincl(s.doi,{s.ec})(hd(σ)|h), p2 ≡ pexcl(s.doi,{s.ec})(hd(σ)|h)
p3 ≡ p(tl(σ)|s′, h:hd(σ), comp), p4 ≡ p(tl(σ)|s′, h:hd(σ),¬comp, v)
p1 and p2 are defined in terms of some specialised conditional probability distri-
butions:
pincl(doi,codes)(e|h) ≡ p(e |h, h:e ∼ {σ ∈ D : ∃〈d, c〉 ∈ doi × codes, 〈d, c〉 ∈ σ})
pexcl(doi,codes)(e|h) ≡ p(e |h, h:e ∼ {σ ∈ D : @〈d, c〉 ∈ doi × codes, 〈d, c〉 ∈ σ})
pincl(doi,codes)(e|h) is the probability of the directed event e occurring after event
history h according to a language model trained on sequences from our dataset
(D) that include an event with direction in doi and an event code in codes . This
probability is used to determine the probability of an event under the assumption
that there is an obligation norm and the norm is known to be active, or that
a norm has been violated and will be sanctioned. In these cases, we know that
the obligated event or a sanction should be one of the remaining events in the
sequence, i.e. sequences that do not include such an event have a probability
of zero. Therefore, to ensure we are using a correctly normalised probability
distribution we must use a sequence memoizer trained only on data that excludes
these sequences.
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We are interested in pincl(doi,codes)(e|h) for cases where codes is a singleton set
or the set of all sanction event codes. To implement pincl(··· ), we train sequence
memoizers for each case, using only sequences containing a forward-directed event
with an event code in the codes set for that case. Given these, we can compute
this probability for backwards-directed events de by reversing the event directions
in both de and h13.
Note that in cases of conditional norms, this probability is used as an approxi-
mation. We would actually need to train the sequence memoizer on sequences
that exclude such events only after the norm is activated by a norm’s specific
triggering event. This would involve using many more sequence memoizers, one
for each pair of event codes (a triggering event and an obligated event), so
we have chosen to approximate it. Note that the proposed sequence memoizer
underestimates the probability as compared to that which trains on every pair of
event codes, since it is trained on a superset of sequences. This lower probability
dampens the log odds of the norm, and thus our estimates of the log odds of
conditional obligations are conservative.
pexcl(doi,codes)(e|h) is the probability of the directed event e occurring after event
history h, according to a language model trained only on sequences from our
dataset (D) that exclude events with direction in doi and an event code in codes .
This probability is used to determine the probability of an event under the
assumption that there is a prohibition norm and the norm is known to be active,
or that a norm has been violated but will not be sanctioned. This probability
distribution is implemented by modifying the probabilities returned by the default
sequence memoizer pSM (which is trained on the full set of sequences):
pexcl(doi,codes)(〈d, c〉|h) =

0
if d ∈ doi ∧
c ∈ codes
pSM (〈d, c〉|h) /
(1−∑d′∈doi,c′∈codes pSM (〈d′, c′〉)|h)) otherwise
Case s.state = ViolNoSanc:
p(σ|s, h, comp) = 0 (ViolNoSanc inconsistent with ‘comp’ assumption)
p(σ|s, h,¬comp, sanc) =
{
0 if hd(σ) is not a sanction in a direction in s.doi
p1 p3 otherwise
and
p(σ|s, h,¬comp,¬sanc) =
{
0 if hd(σ) is a sanction in a direction in s.doi
p2 p4 otherwise
where
p1 ≡ pincl(s.doi,sanction codes)(hd(σ)|h), p2 ≡ pexcl(s.doi,sanction codes)(hd(σ)|h)
p3 ≡ p(tl(σ)|s′, h:hd(σ),¬comp, sanc), p4 ≡ p(tl(σ)|s′, h:hd(σ),¬comp,¬sanc)
13 Recall from Section 4 that we train sequence memoizers with two copies of each
event sequences: one with its default directions (where the first event is taken to be
“forwards” and a direction-reversed copy of the sequence).
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Table 2. Top six norms
log odds triggers fulfilled viols non sanc.
viols
sanc.
viols
pcomp psanc
O(4) 75355.1 513906 115633 398273 349043 4230.0 0.225 0.011
O(4, 4,−) 65428.0 232767 115633 117134 114921 2213.0 0.497 0.019
O(3) 21550.6 513906 16384 497522 495551 1971.0 0.032 0.004
O(3, 3,−) 14569.4 56951 16384 40567 39548 1019.0 0.288 0.025
O(5, 5,−) 13814.1 66766 12618 54148 52404 1744.0 0.189 0.032
O(4, 3,+) 12092.1 232767 4750 228017 226077 1940.0 0.020 0.009
6 Results
To learn norms from the data, we estimated the probability of compliance and
sanctioning for each norm, as discussed in Section 5.4, and ran the Bayesian
inference procedure on our event sequence dataset and hypothesis set. This
resulted in 173 norms with posterior log odds greater than 0 (i.e. odds greater
than 1), and which were therefore found to be more likely hypotheses than
the null hypothesis (that there are no norms). Among these 173 norms, there
are 154 conditional obligation norms, 16 conditional prohibition norms and 3
unconditional obligation norms. The top six norms are shown in Table 2, along
with their posterior log odds, counts of triggerings, fulfilments, violations and
sanctions, and the inferred probability of compliance and sanctioning. These top
norms can be understood as follows:
– O(4) : The CAMEO root code 4 as seen in Table 1 stands for ‘Consult’. This
norm is an unconditional obligation to consult the other country. This norm
is complied with 22.5% of the time which accounts for its high log odds. The
violations in this norm were rarely sanctioned.
– O(4, 4,−) : This is triggered by a consultation, and the other party is then
obliged to consult. More than half the time it is violated, but some of the
violations (1.8%) are sanctioned. The 49.7% fulfilment rate and the sanctions
account for this norm’s very high log odds.
– O(3), O(3, 3,−), O(5, 5,−) : Much like the above two norms, these norms
have high log odds. The first is the unconditional obligation to ‘Express
Intent to Cooperate’. The second is triggered by an expression of intent to
cooperate, obligates the other party to express intent to cooperate in return.
The third norm is the obligation to engage in diplomatic cooperation once
the other part engages in diplomatic cooperation.
– O(4, 3,+) : This norm suggests that when a party consults the other party,
it is also likely to express intent to cooperate.
7 Evaluation
To address our research question (Can the GDELT dataset be better explained by
a model combining event probabilities and explicit norms than by a probabilistic
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Fig. 2. LRT (D) and the empirical distribution of LRT (d)
model? ), we compare the total likelihood of the event sequence dataset under
two models:
M0: the probabilistic model embodied by the SM trained on all sequences, and
M1: a model that uses normative reasoning about the top norm to modify the
SM’s probabilities (as presented in Section 5.4).
We denote the log likelihood of an event dataset d under these two models
as L0(d) and L1(d), respectively. We write D to denote our GDELT-derived
sequence dataset.
The total log likelihoods of all sequences in our GDELT-derived dataset under
the two models were L1(D)− L0(D) = 75355.051837. Thus, M1 is a better fit to
the data than M0. In order to determine whether the difference in log likelihood is
statistically significant, we performed a likelihood ratio test. This test compared
two hypotheses:
H0: Model M0 is the true model underlying the data. This is the null hypothesis.
H1: Model M1 is the true model underlying the data.
Under certain conditions related to model nesting and smoothness of the
likelihood function, the null hypothesis implies that the likelihood ratio test
statistic LRT (d) = −2(L0(d) − L1(d)) = 2(L1(d) − L0(d)) approximates a χ2
distribution for large sample sizes, with degrees of freedom equal to the difference
in the number of free parameters between the two models [24]. A standard
one-tailed significance test can then be used to reject H0 if LRT (D) is less than
or equal to the χ2 value at the desired significance level. However, the conditions
allowing the use of the χ2 test do not apply in our case, so we compute an
empirical distribution of the LRT statistic.
We used the posterior distribution of sequences, i.e. the trained SM, to
generate 58 synthetic datasets14 with the same size as the real data set (i.e.
14 The number was constrained by the highly time-intensive process of looking up the
SM’s conditional probabilities to generate and evaluate the likelihood of these large
datasets.
14 R. Murali et al.
513,906 sequences) under the null hypothesis.15 Sequences were sampled until
the end symbol was reached from the sequence memoizer’s conditional predictive
distributions: p(e|σ), where e ranged over all event root codes and σ is a known
prior sequence of events.
We calculated LRT (d) for each synthetic dataset and the p-value for the
observed value LRT (D). It was found that in each of these datasets, LRT (d) was
negative, indicating that the language model learned by the sequence memoizer is
not sufficient to explain the top norm extracted from the real data. The p-value
is the probability that LRT (d) ≥ LRT (D), d 6= D. Figure 2 shows the empirical
distribution of LRT (d). As LRT (D) exceeds LRT (d) for all synthetic datasets d,
the p-value is less than 158 ≈ 0.017, meaning that we can reject the null hypothesis
at the 0.1 significance level. Thus, we can answer our research question in the
affirmative: our model including the top norm explains the GDELT dataset better
than when using the sequence memoizer alone.
8 Conclusions and Future Work
We have presented a methodology for mining norms from a global political event
database using a Bayesian learning approach, and an algorithm for computing
the log likelihood of observed sequences of actions given a norm hypothesis and
a background probabilistic model of event sequences. A statistical evaluation
showed that a model of event sequence likelihood that enhances the probabilistic
model with normative reasoning fits the data significantly better than the baseline
probabilistic model.
The primary contribution of this research is to propose a methodology for
mining norms in international relations. With the growing presence of automated
event datasets such as GDELT, research in this direction will provide tools
for researchers and international organisations like the United Nations and the
Inter-Parliamentary Union to gain a better understanding of the tacit norms
that govern international relations. This work also provides a demonstration of
how norm-learning techniques from multi-agent systems can apply to real-world
human societies.
There are a number of limitations to our current approach that we plan to
address in future work. We have focused on country actors with a government
role, which could easily be extended to include other international organisations
such as the United Nations, and police, military and intelligence agency roles.
We mined for norms using the full set of bilateral event sequences, so our in-
ferred norms are those that apply globally, to all countries. It would be interesting
to look for norms that are specific to particular groups of countries.
Our dataset was limited to a one-year period. A year is a short time in politics,
and more interesting norms could be found from a dataset spanning a longer
period, although this will require significantly greater computation time.
15 Murphy discusses the relationship between sampling from the posterior and the
well known bootstrap method for approximating the sampling distribution of a test
statistic [15, p.192].
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The detection of mutually relevant events relies on the ability of GDELT’s
automated event extraction techniques to assign the same identifier to an event
across all mentions of it. The ability of GDELT’s automated systems to uniquely
identify events in this way has been questioned [23], and this warrants further
investigation.
A distinction has been made in the literature between “normal” and “norma-
tive” behaviour [13, Chap. 1]. It is argued that for observed “normal” behaviour
to be considered normative, it must have an explicit internal representation as a
norm (rather than simply being copied behaviour), and be the subject of social
processes that account for its emergence. The external view of international
events provided by event databases such as GDELT does not allow assessment of
how explicitly the actors may be aware of the norms, and the only visible social
mechanism is sanctioning. As sanctions were present for all of our inferred norms,
there is reason to consider that these ‘norms’ are truly normative rather than
simply normal behaviour. However, we therefore see our research as only a first
step in an investigation that will require input from social scientists to validate
and refine our findings.
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